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Abstract
The mind is one of activities of human brain from cognitive aspects to noncognitive aspects and displayed by electrical signals
of brainwave. The electrical signals can be either converted into infrasound and LF sound with electromechanical transducer
and transmitted in the atmosphere or converted into ELF and SLF radio waves by modulation technique and emitted out with
transmitter from antenna in Space. The information carrying by the newly generated waves can be received and recorded in
another places. The brainwave’s pattern of every individual is unique, so the message come from brainwaves can be used for
biometric identification.
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Introduction
Hans Berger, the German Psychiatrist is well known
as the inventor of electroencephalography (EEG) in 1924,
which is used for recording the electrical activity of the brain,
commonly described in terms of brain waves [1,2] and as the
discover of Alpha wave, named in his honor as Berger Wave
[3].
The brainwave or neural oscillation is an electrical
impulse in the brain. These brainwaves can be measured
in frequency and amplitude (the electrical potential or
how many cells fire at the same time and the same speed is
expressed as voltage). An individual ‘s behaviors, emotions
and thoughts are communicated between neuromas with
electrical impulse in the brain. From fastest to slowest, there
are five widely recognized brainwaves, classified from their
frequencies and responding to their brain’s activities states:
Delta waves (0.5-4 Hz), belonging to the unconsciousness
state are usually associated with the deep stage 3 of NREM
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(Non-rapid eye Movement sleep), also known as slow-wave
sleep (SWS) and aid in characterizing the depth of sleep.
Theta waves (4-7 Hz) belonging to the subconsciousness
state underlie various aspects of cognition and behavior
including learning, memory, spatial navigation in many
animals.

Alpha waves (8-12 Hz) belonging to consciousness
fading states indicate that the brain is in a resting state. Beta
waves (12.5-30Hz) are usually divided into three ranges: low
range (12.5-16 Hz), relax but cathexis; middle range (16.520 Hz), think deeply; high range, exciting and anxiety.
Gamma waves (25-140 Hz, mainly in 40 HZ) are the
most common pattern in humans, correlated with large
scale brain network activity, cognitive phenomena such as
working, memory, attention and perceptual can be increased
in amplitude via meditation or neurostimulation [4-8].

The brainwave’s pattern of every individual is unique,
and that the electroencephalogram can be used for biometric
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identification [9]. EEG-based biometry is an emerging
research topic and may open a new research direction and
application in the future.

The Mind is One of Activities of Human Brain
and Correlated with the Electrical Signals of
Brainwave

The mind is the set of faculties including cognitive
aspects such as consciousness, imagination, perception,
thinking, intelligence, judgement, language, and memory as
well as noncognitive aspects such as emotion and instinct.
Under the scientific physicalist interpretation, the mind is
produced at least in part by the brain [10].
The brain activities can be accurately reflected from the
state of the brain wave:

Theta wave represents the subconsciousness state of
cognitive aspects, Beta wave represents both on cognitive and
on noncognitive aspects. Gamma wave represents cognitive
aspect. Although Delta wave belongs to the unconsciousness
state and Alpha wave belongs to consciousness fading state,
the brain activities do not stop, the brain waves are still
exit: Delta wave means sleep state and Alpha wave means
Inspiration and instinct [8].

The Mind Transmits via
Transforming and Emission

Brainwave’s

The mind can be transmitted after the brainwaves are
transformed:

The Electrical Signals of Brainwave are Converted into
Infrasound and LF Sound Waves and then Transmitting
in the Atmosphere: The Delta wave, Theta wave, Alpha wave
and Beta wave are with frequencies mostly bellow 20 Hz. If
the electrical signals of above brainwave are converted into
infrasound wave, the Gamma wave is converted into LF (Low
Frequency) sound waves, keeping frequency unchanged and
this infrasound and LF sound waves carrying brainwave’s
information can be transmitting in the atmosphere [11].

The transforming from electrical signal to infrasound
and LF sound wave can be completed with Electromechanical
transducer, which either convert an electrical signal into
sound wave (as in a loudspeaker) or converts a sound wave
into an electrical signal (as in a microphone) [12].

The infrasound or LF sound waves that are converted
from electrical signals of brainwave will propagate with the
velocity as same as sound wave [13].

The newly generated infrasound or LF sound waves
from brainwaves possess some special features due to the
very low frequency and very high wavelength:
1.

2.

The infrasound waves are not easy to decay and to be
absorbed by air or water and are able to bypass largescale obstacles by diffraction, so the infrasound waves
can propagate very long distance and wide area than
sound, light and radio waves. Such as the infrasound
wave produced from volcanic eruption of South
Sumatra island in 1883 went round the Earth three
times, traveled over 100,000 km and lasted 108 hours
[14].
The infrasound waves have strong penetrating power.
A sound waves with 7000 Hz can be blocked with
a piece of paper while a infrasound wave with 7 Hz
can go through more than ten-meter-thick reinforced
concretes.

As discussed above, an infrasound waves converted
from brainwaves and carrying brain activity information can
bypass large scale obstacles, go through strong barriers and
spread far and wide.

The Electrical Signals of Brainwave are Converted into
ELF and SLF Radio Wave and then Transmitting in Space:
The electrical signals of brainwave are firstly converted into
infrasound and LF sound waves, then the infrasound and LF
sound waves are superimposed onto a radio carrier wave
to produce an ELF (Extremely Low Frequency,3Hz-30Hz)
and a SLF (Super Low Frequency,30Hz-300Hz) radio waves
with modulation technique. These AM radio waves carrying
brainwave’s message can be sent out with transmitter from
antenna in Space [15].
ELF and SLF radio waves are not easy to decay and can
spread far and wide, even underwater [16].

Conclusion

The mind, one of the brain’s activities can be either
converted into infrasound and LF sound wave, then
transmitted in the atmosphere or converted into ELF and
SLF radio wave, then transmitted in Space. These newly
generated waves carrying brain activity’s information can be
received and recorded in another places.
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